
Spectrum
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It all began in the name of love
So how did it turn to hate
I won't pretend that I'm happy now
When there's tear stains on my face.
They won't wash away, it's like the blood is on my hands
A thousand promises, now they've gone to waste
And why did you hold me back when I needed space?
Makes me wanna cry
Because of you there's a part of me that died
And it's sad cause you never took the time to see
The greatest part of me

I hope you know the thing you did
You really tried to break me down
And I might stumble but I'm ok finding the strength to stand
You really thought I wasn't gonna fight
You really wanted to put out my light
But I'm unbroken, my colors show through
And you will never understand

Echoes in my head of words you used to say
It's only me (it's only you) then you'd act another way
But your greatest mistake is, you confused my love 4 weakness

I hope you know the thing you did
You really tried to break me down
And I might stumble but I'm ok finding the strength to stand
You really thought I wasn't gonna fight
You really wanted to put out my light
But I'm unbroken, my colors show through
And you will never understand

I will never be your victim
I will never be your victim
Cause I made it through the glass

And came out on the other side of the spectrum,
Of the spectrum
Cause I made it through the glass
And came out on the other side of the spectrum,
Of the spectrum
And I'm okay without you

I hope you know the thing you did
You really tried to break me down
And I might stumble but I'm ok finding the strength to stand
You really thought I wasn't gonna fight
You really wanted to put out my light
But I'm unbroken, my colors show through
And you will never understand
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